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TAMIL NADU
1. The Tamil Nadu Drugs Control Department has
instructed all its assistant directors in the State to
ensure that pharmaceutical manufacturers adhere to
rules for safe disposal of expired drugs.
2. A smartphone or a computer to fill in forms and upload
documents for an LLR — the first stage for getting a
driving licence — through the Sarathi software, which
is self-guided. since the full-fledged launch of the
Sarathi software — which is part of the pan-India Pari
Vahan software — in 2018, the system of issuing LLRs,
DLs, renewal of DLs and other formalities has become
easy, with all transactions, including the payment of
fees, completely made online. The site can be browsed
at https://sarathi.parivahan.gov.in/.

3. Greater Chennai Corporation Commissioner G.
Prakash on Tuesday told the Madras High Court
that though there were around 54 lakh twowheelers and 11.75 lakh four-wheelers in the city, it
had the potential to develop on street facilities for
parking a maximum of 1.5 lakh vehicles and off
street parking of another 1.5 lakh vehicles at any
given point of time.
4. The State government has announced that the hike
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in property tax rates for urban areas, which has been
in force since April 2018, has been withheld.
5. A plan to rope in private companies to adopt certain
sections of the Egmore Museum and manage them
to reduce the load of the financing by the State
government has hit a roadblock with not many
companies evincing interest.
6. Prateep V. Philip, IPS, Director General of Police,
Tamil Nadu Civil Supplies CID, will receive
SKOCH order of merit under two categories. Mr.
Philip presented two projects under the categories Community Police - Friends of Police and Smart
Policing – Know Your Criminal.
NATIONAL
1. The ambitious National Intelligence Grid
(NATGRID) project will be operational by
December 31, 2020, the Lok Sabha was informed on
Tuesday.
The NATGRID will enable multiple security and
intelligence agencies to access a database related to
immigration entry and exit, banking and telephone
details, among others, from a common platform.
The project, initially started in 2009 with a budget
of ₹ 2,800 crore, is an online database for collating
scattered pieces of information and putting them
together on one platform.
At least 10 Central government agencies, such as
the Intelligence Bureau, Research and Analysis
Wing and others will have access to the data on a
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secured platform.

2. The standing committee on Information and
Technology headed by Congress leader Shashi
Tharoor will meet on Wednesday to discuss the
recent breach in WhatsApp using Pegasus spyware.
The committee has also received a representation
from 17 persons who have come together on a
common platform “Pegasus Targeted Persons.”
3. Maharashtra Governor Bhagat Singh Koshyari will
request Parliament to pass the Rs. 5,000-crore
Appropriation Bill to grant financial aid to farmers
affected by unseasonal rains in the State.
4. A Division Bench of the Kerala High Court on
Tuesday directed the State government to
implement the provision of the new Motor Vehicles
(Amendment) Act making it mandatory for every
person above four years, including pillion riders, to
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wear helmets while travelling on two-wheelers.
5. The Delhi Jal Board on Tuesday said t will start
collecting 1,400 water samples for testing from
across the city after a study by the Bureau of Indian
Standards last week said that water in the city was
the most unsafe among 21 State capitals.
6. Bangalore: By December, the city is likely to have
112 electric vehicle (EV) charging stations,
including 12 fast-charging outlets.
7. The anti-lynching Bills passed by the Rajasthan and
Manipur Assemblies were still being examined and
are yet to get the President’s consent, the Lok Sabha
was informed on Tuesday.
8. The Supreme Court on Tuesday said the armed
forces should consider granting permanent
commission to women officers under the Short
Service Commission (SSC) before March 2019.
The Army had notified permanent commission to
women officers, who join the forces under SSC, after
March 2019.
9. The government on Tuesday introduced the
Surrogacy (Regulation) Bill, 2019 in the Rajya
Sabha. It makes a distinction between ‘altruistic’
and commercial surrogacy
10. The Jallianwala Bagh National Memorial
(Amendment) Act, 2019, which was passed by the
Lok Sabha on August 2, replaced the Congress
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president as a member of the Trust with the Leader
of the Opposition in the Lok Sabha, or the leader of
the single largest Opposition party in case there is
no Leader of Opposition.
The Jallianwala Bagh National Memorial Trustwas
first set up by then Congress president Motilal Nehru
in 1920
INTERNATIONAL
1. Sri Lanka’s newly elected President Gotabaya
Rajapaksa will visit New Delhi on November 29,
External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar said after
meeting him
Mr. Gotabaya’s visit to New Delhi, his likely first
trip abroad as President, comes months after Prime
Minister Narendra Modi visited Colombo in a
goodwill gesture following the deadly Easter
Sunday attacks.
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Maize price unlikely to increase for three months,
says
TNAU
Tamil Nadu higher education department has given
its nod to fill 1,311 lecturer post vacancies in
government polytechnic and engineering colleges
with full-time ‘temporary’ lecturers on contract
basis
‘Tirunelveli bifurcation will help maintain law &
order better
Theni district collector Pallavi M Baldev released
water from Vaigai dam under the 18-channel
scheme as ordered by chief Minister Edappadi K
Palaniswami on Tuesday.
India witnessing average sea level rise of
1.7mm/year. The data, collected at 10 Indian ports,
indicates sea levels at Diamond Harbour in West
Bengal recorded highest annual average increase
(5.16
mm/year)
Indians living in US up 9 lakh since 2010
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MPs urged the government to take steps similar to
what China did to rid the capital Beijing of the curse
of being the most polluted city in the world
In one year, the city will be free of encroachments
put up by unauthorized hawkers and more than
40,000 licensed vendors will be allotted space at
vending zones identified in the 15 zones of Greater
Chennai Corporation, its commissioner informed
the Madras high court on Tuesday.

entre for Science and Environment (CSE), the New
Delhi (India) based independent research
and advocacy think tank, has been awarded the
prestigious Indira Gandhi Prize for Peace,
Disarmament and Development for the year
2018.
Five of the top 10 cleanest districts in 2019 are
from Haryana while five of the 10 dirtiest districts
are from Odisha, according to the latest
Swachhta Survey report released by sanitation
ministry.
Peddapalli in Telangana was found to be the
cleanest district, a distinction which went to Satara
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in Mahrashtra in 2018. Two districts each from
Tamil Nadu and Gujarat made it to the list of top
ten cleanest districts.
Moving ahead with its plans to curb profiteering
and expand the purview of price regulation, the
government is mulling a cap on trade margins of all
non scheduled medicines and medical devices that
are currently outside price control.
The department of pharmaceuticals (DOP) has
called for a stakeholder consultation this Friday to
discuss trade margin rationalisation with the
industry and civil society, sources said.
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